Nomination Form for Administrator of the Year

Criteria:

An individual may be nominated and selected as the Administrator of the Year for extraordinary accomplishments in the administration of soccer if the individual and has been a soccer administrator for PA West, or a member of a PA West affiliated Club or team.

Nominees Name:
Nominees Club:

Nominated by:
(Name/ email/ phone)

Elaborations:

How and when did the nominated administrator get involved with soccer? What impact has his/her work had on the local association? Has the nominee been active within the community? What other activities, aside from soccer, is the administrator involved in?

What steps has the administrator taken to further advance the game? Does the administrator participate in the game outside his or her position as an administrator (i.e. playing, coaching, or refereeing)? Has the administrator created relationships within the community to promote the game? Give examples.

How has the nominated administrator serviced the existing membership? What steps has he/she taken to increase membership? What significant projects has he/she created and implemented? Give specific examples.